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Marshall celebrates

BLACK HISTORY MONTH
Campus organizations have put together several events
throughout February to celebrate Black History Month
with movies, lectures, discussions and social gatherings.
In addition to these calendar events, My Brother’s

FEBRUARY

Keeper and My Sister’s Keeper meet every Thursday
night, with MSK at 6 p.m. in the Shawkey Dining
Room and MBK at 9:11 p.m. in the Center for African
American Students.
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Housing and
Residence Life
Celebrates
Black History
Month with
Movie series
By SAGE SHAVERS

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall Housing and
Residence Life Diversity Committee presented the first of
a series of movies Monday in
support of Black History Month
“Twelve Years A Slave,” a
film about a free man being
sold into slavery, was shown at
the Memorial Student Center.
Refreshments were provided
and a discussion followed the
showing.
The 2013 film is an adaptation of Solomon Northup’s
slave narrative memoir from
1853. Set in the antebellum
U.S., the film follows a bornfree man who was kidnapped
in Washington in 1841 and sold
into slavery.
Chiwetel Ojiofor stars as Northup but other appearances
include Benedict Cumberbatch,
Lupita Nyong’o and Brad Pitt.
“Twelve Years A Slave” won
three academy awards: best
picture, best supporting actress
and best adapted screenplay.
This was the first “Movie
Monday” of five during Black
History Month. Each movie of
the series represents a piece
of black history from slavery to
the present.
Head of the diversity committee, Taylor Ryan came up
with the idea. Ryan is currently
the only member.
Sophomore, Pamela Young
said she was happy to learn
about the showings.
“They should do stuff like this
more often,” Young said.
Young said she had different
expectations of Marshall.
“This school isn’t as diverse
as people made it seem,” Young
said.
Ryan said she is expecting
more participants during future
Black History Month events.
The next film, “Mississippi
Burning” will be shown 7 p.m.
Monday.
Sage Shavers can be contacted at shavers6@live.
marshall.edu.

@MUParthenon
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Clinton, Sanders in tight battle for Iowa
By KEN THOMAS and LISA
LERER

ASSOCIATED PRESS
Hillary Clinton and Bernie
Sanders were locked in a tight
battle Monday in Iowa’s leadoff presidential caucuses as
the two candidates sought validation for their rival appeals
to move the nation forward
through Clinton’s incremental,
pragmatic approach or Sanders’ call for political revolution.
Nine months after launching
their campaigns, Clinton and
Sanders faced Iowa voters in
equally precarious positions.
Long the front-runner, Clinton was working to banish the
possibility of dual losses in Iowa
and in New Hampshire, the nation’s first primary, where she
trails the Vermont senator. Two

straight defeats could set off
alarms within the party and
throw into question her ability
to defeat a Republican.
Sanders hoped to replicate
President Barack Obama’s
pathway to the presidency by
using a victory in Iowa to catapult his passion and ideals of
“democratic socialism” deep
into the primaries. He reported
raising $20 million — mostly
online — during January and
could experience a fundraising
bonanza if he prevails in Iowa.
“We’ve got a tie ballgame —
that’s where we are,” Sanders
told volunteers and supporters in Des Moines Monday,
imploring them to turn out and
caucus. “We will struggle tonight if the voter turnout is low.

That’s a fact.”
The race was close between
Clinton and Sanders, according to entrance poll interviews
with early arrivals to caucus
sites conducted by Edison Research for AP and television
networks.
Speaking to reporters briefly
in the doorway of his campaign
bus Monday, Sanders already
was working to discount the
importance of a Clinton edge
coming out of Iowa, saying that
if the former secretary of state
“ends up with two delegates
more of many, many hundred
delegates, you tell me why
that’s the end of the world.”
“This is a national campaign.
We are in this to win at the convention. We’re taking this all of

the way,” he said.
A loss in Iowa would be a
major setback for Sanders’ upstart challenge against Clinton,
who has deep ties throughout
the party’s establishment and a
strong following among a more
diverse electorate that plays a
larger role in primary contests
in February and March.
Clinton hoped to overcome
her surprising 2008 defeat to
Obama in Iowa, which transformed the then-first term
Illinois senator from a longshot
into serious contender.
Caucus-goers were choosing between Clinton’s pledge
to use her deep experience in
government to bring about
steady progress on democratic ideals and Sanders’ call

for radical change in a system rigged against ordinary
Americans.
“Hillary goes out and works
with what we have to work
with. She works across the aisle
and gets things accomplished,”
said 54-year-old John Grause, a
precinct captain for Clinton in
Nevada, Iowa.
“It’s going to be Bernie. Hillary is history. He hasn’t been
bought,” countered 55-year-old
Su Podraza-Nagle, 55, who was
caucusing for Sanders in the
same town.
Six in 10 Democratic caucusgoers said they were looking for
a candidate who will continue
President Barack Obama’s
policies, according to preliminary entrance polls of those

beginning to arrive at caucus
locations.
Caucus-goers were about
evenly split on whether the
most important issue facing the
country was health care, the
economy or income inequality.
About 4 in 10 say they were
first-time caucus attendees,
about the same proportion who
said so in 2008.
Former Maryland Gov. Martin O’Malley, who’s failed to
break single digits in most
polls, trailed Clinton and Sanders by wide margins and was
only expected to affect the outcome in a tight race.

Japan Club bake sale brings culture to Marshall’s campus
By BAILY TURNER

THE PARTHENON
Marshall University’s Japan Club
hosted a bake sale Monday that will
continue Tuesday, from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at the Memorial Student Center.
The Japan Club members decided to
bring some Japanese culture and baked
goods to Marshall’s campus by offering
students onigiri and mochi cakes.
“I decided to try a mochi cake for a
dollar instead of paying for my usual
snack at the Student Center,” junior
Kaitlin Wallace said. “It was pretty
good.”
All baked goods were made by the
Japan Club members and are being
sold for one dollar each to help raise

money for club events.
“We just wanted to raise money for
the club since we don’t have a lot of
funding,” junior Chris Erhard said.
Erhard said the event he most looks
forward to is Japan Day, which is a day
dedicated to Americans and Japanese
students joining together.
“We get to cook American and Japanese food together and swap cultures,”
Erhard said. “We invite others to come
play games, eat and have fun.”
Aside from baked goods, the Japan
club is also selling both English and
Japanese movies as a fundraiser for
the group.
Baily Turner can be contacted at
turner206@marshall.edu.

Weekend News
Here’s what you missed over the
weekend:

> Morris recongnized as History Hero
> Of the Dell performs at V-Club
> Locate 5k models Arnold Classic

The Japan Club had a bake sale Monday to expose students to Japanese culture.

The Ultimate Mindset
Kappa Delta Pi plans
events for spring semester Challenge helps people keep
their New Year’s resolutions
By CHEYENNE DEBOLT

To read these stories, go to
marshallparthenon.com.

RYAN FISCHER | THE PARTHENON

Isaac Hodges performs on guitar with local band Of The Dell
Saturday at the V-Club.

BAILY TURNER | THE PARTHENON

THE PARTHENON
The officers of Marshall
University’s Kappa Delta
Pi chapter met Monday to
discuss its spring semester
activities.
Chapter president Katherine Lyell said she is excited
for this semester and all it
has to offer.
“I’m really excited about
Kappa Delta Pi because we
are reviving our chapter to
reach out to the community,
grow as a chapter and network as future educators,”
Lyell said, “This semester
looks promising.”
The KDP Candy Gram event
kicks February off. The chapter plans to sell Candy Grams
from February 7 - 11.
Kappa Delta Pi’s Spring Initiation is Feb. 11 at 6:30 p.m.
in the John Marshall Room of
the Memorial Student Center.
At the event, 21 current
members will be reinitiated
into the organization, while
six or seven new members
will be initiated. Membership
Chair Chase Dye coordinated
the event. Dye said he is looking forward to inducting this
class.
“I’m really excited,” Dye

said. “This is my first time
running initiation. It’s thrilling to be able to do this.”
Dye said he is happy to be
initiating this large group and
being able to have parents at
the initiation.
Also, discussed at the
meeting was election interest. Members of Kappa Delta
Pi, who met the requirements
may run for an office within
the chapter. Applications
need to be turned in soon for
review. Campaigning takes
place Feb. 12 through 16.
Kappa Delta Pi will be hosting a Meet and Greet Feb. 16,
where candidates for officer positions will be able to
speak to the members.
The election day will be
held Feb. 17. All ballots must
be turned in by the time
and date announced, no
exceptions.
Kappa Delta Pi will be selling t-shirts at some point in
the semester for members.
Events coming up in March
include the KDP Penny War
and Pi Day, where a professor
will be pied in the face.
Cheyenne DeBolt can be
contacted at debolt2@marshall.edu.

page designed and edited by MIKAELA KEENER| keener31@marshall.edu

By BAILY TURNER

THE PARTHENON
The Ultimate Mindset Challenge is a series of classes
dedicated to helping people
achieve their 2016 New Years
resolutions.
The group takes “new year,
new me” seriously, whether the
goal is financial, relationshiporiented or career-oriented.
“The objective of this program is to open the minds of
citizens in this area and help
them dream big,” said Charise
Lindsey, CEO and empowerment strategist at LifeSeeds
LLC.. “The city of Huntington
deserves to be empowered.”
Lindsey encouraged the
group to keep a growth mindset and to be fully engaged
during the next five weeks of
sessions.
The members will work together to help each other reach

their goals and stick to their
New Year’s resolutions.
Each member is responsible
for developing their own personal development plan and to
connect with the other members of the group.
This is the first Ultimate
Mindset Challenge that LifeSeeds LLC has hosted, with the
first session being Feb. 1 and
the last March 7.
LifeSeeds LLC, the organizer
of the Ultimate Mindset Challenge, is a life management
company that works to empower individuals.
The company helps to
provide the foundations necessary for its clients to prosper,
whether it’s in their personal
or professional lives.
Baily Turner can be
contacted at tuner206@marshall.edu.
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Men’s basketball falls to UAB in final
seconds after controversial call
By BRITTANIE FOWLER

THE PARTHENON
Fans jammed the Cam Henderson Center Saturday as Marshall
University’s men’s basketball
team fell to the University of Alabama at Birmingham, 81-78.
The Herd fell one basket short
on the day after a late-game call
by the referees did not go the
team’s way when a ball went out
of bounds off of forward Ryan
Taylor after what looked like a
missed shooting foul by the officials. With the win, the Blazers
remained atop Conference USA.
Both teams struggled to get
ahead early on, but Marshall junior Stevie Browning, sophomore
Jon Elmore and junior Austin
Loop got things rolling for the
Herd, each hitting a 3-pointer at
the beginning of the first half.
However,
UAB
sophomore
William Lee responded for the
Blazers scoring five of the team’s
first 10 points.
Marshall senior James Kelly
found his groove midway through
the half, scoring 10 of the team’s
32 points. Despite Kelly’s performance, the Herd trailed 32-40
going into halftime.
The first half of action was
physical as UAB collected 10 team
fouls and Marshall piled up seven
of its own.
Senior forward James Kelly drives to the basket against Middle Tennessee State University Jan. 28.
Marshall started off slow in the
second half as UAB went up 10
from the free-throw line, giving the Blazers the win, 81-78.
points with 15:28 left in the game.
With many Herd fans upset over the officiating of the game,
However, Kelly cut UAB’s lead to four points after the 6-foot-8 Kelly said there is nothing the team can do about it now.
forward knocked down one of his two free throws.
“I should have attacked it (the layup) stronger,” Taylor said.
The Herd managed to cut the lead to one point with seven “We had our decision on what happened and they (the offiseconds remaining in the game. With only seconds remaining, cials) had theirs. They run the game, and they overruled us.”
Marshall head coach Dan D’Antoni said he agreed with his
the Herd inbounded the ball to Taylor, but as he tried to take
the ball in for a layup, the ball was knocked out of bounds with junior forward and his team has to pick itself up and keep mov.06 left on the clock. Initially, the referees called the ball out on ing forward.
“You know, the first time you date, you trip all over your feet
UAB, giving Marshall possession.
After several reviews, however, the officials overturned the and fall all over the place,” D’Antoni said. “But hopefully we will
become a better date later on.”
call, giving UAB possession.
D’Antoni said despite the outcome, he felt it was a good
Two Herd fouls at the end resulted in two more UAB points

Scott powers women’s basketball road victory

THE PARTHENON
clip against the conference’s top-ranked 3-point defense based
Forward Tequila Hamilton scored the go-ahead layup with 44 on shooting percentage.
seconds remaining, and the Marshall University women’s basketAside from its success from beyond the arc, Marshall also manball team preserved a 64-61 victory Saturday on the road against aged to counter UAB in the rebounding department despite the
the University of Alabama at Birmingham.
Blazers sitting atop the conference in rebounding margin. The
The victory moved the Herd’s record to 14-6 overall with a 4-5 Herd grabbed 10 offensive rebounds and 34 overall compared to
conference mark, while the Blazers fell to 10-10 overall and 3-6 UAB’s nine and 33, respectively.
on the conference.
After the team’s loss
While Hamilton scored
to Middle Tennessee
the go-ahead field goal,
State University Thursday, Marshall head coach
senior forward Leah Scott
Matt Daniel said he was
had done the majority of
pleased with how his
the team’s scoring to that
team responded to split
point. Scott tied a careerthe team’s two-game
high with 26 points on
road trip.
6-12 shooting to go with
“Today was a hardeight rebounds and three
fought team win in a
assists. Scott also converted 13 of her 16 free
place (at UAB) that has
throw attempts, including
only seen two teams get
a pair with 12 seconds left
it done—Western Kentucky on Thursday and
to increase the Herd lead
us today,” Daniel said.
to three.
“I’m very proud of our
Scott’s senior running
group and the teammate point guard Norrisha Victrum finished with
mates we were the last
nine points, six assists
two days. We are growing every possession.
and three rebounds while
Our growth is sometimes
playing 39 of the game’s
about basketball, but
40 possible minutes.
more often than not, it
Freshman
reserve
has nothing to with basguard Logan Fraley also
ketball at all.”
scored nine points, knocking down 3-5 from 3-point
The Herd will return
range, and also added
to Huntington for a pair
three rebounds and two
of matchups this week,
assists.
playing the University of
For the game, the Herd
Texas at El Paso Thursday and the University
shot 39.2 percent as a
PARTHENON FILE PHOTO
of Texas at San Antonio
team, but nailed 8-19
Saturday.
from 3 for a 42.1 percent Senior forward Leah Scott sets for a shot in a game last season.

Marshall
swimming splits
weekend match

THE PARTHENON
Marshall University’s swimming and diving
team split its final road meet of the regular season
Saturday.
The Herd defeated the University of North Florida
188-72 and lost to Vanderbilt University, 147-113,
in Nashville, Tennessee.
Marshall was led by sophomore Madi Pulfer who

recorded two wins. Pulfer won the 200-yard backstroke with a time of 2:05.05 and cruised to victory
in the 500 freestyle. Pulfer also finished second in
the 200 freestyle.
Sophomore Gloriya Mavrova won the 50-yard
freestyle, posting a time of 24.25. She also finished
second in the 52.88, but her time was a season best.
Freshman Caroline Wanner won the 400 IM.

page designed and edited by BRADLEY HELTZEL| heltzel1@marshall.edu
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hard-fought game.
“We’ll pack up our stuff up and head down to Texas and see if
we can regroup,” D’Antoni said.
Kelly ended the game with a double-double, leading both
teams in points with 28 while Taylor added 21 points.
UAB was led by sophomore Dirk Williams, who scored a
team-high 16 points. Lee and Nick Norton scored 15 and 14
points, respectively.
Marshall (11-11, 7-2) heads to El Paso, Texas to take on the
University of Texas at El Paso (11-11, 3-6) 9 p.m. Thursday at
the Don Haskins Center.
Brittanie Fowler can be contacted at fowler85@marshall.edu.

Herd track completes Marshall
Invitational over weekend
THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University track and field team finished sixth
out of 16 competing schools in the Marshall Invitational over
the weekend at Jeff Small Track at the Chris Cline Athletic
Complex in Huntington.
Herd freshman Elisabeth Paulina delivered the top performance for the host school, breaking the Marshall record for
the 400-meter dash with a time of 55.78.
Marshall head coach, Jeff Small, said Paulina’s performance
in the 400-meter was the highlight of the competition for the
Herd as she broke the 12-year-old mark of Yvonne Ferguson.
Paulina was also the lead runner in the women’s 4X400
relay team that placed first with an overall time of 3:49.61.
Joining Paulina was sophomore Breanna Hargrove, senior
Shyra Molton and senior Shanice Johnson.
Among other top five Marshall finishers on the track were
senior Asia Bange finishing second in the 60-meter hurdles,
junior Hope Julmiste finishing fourth in the 60-meter dash
and sophomore Naja Greer finishing fourth in the 200-meter
dash.
In the field events, freshman Elena Marchand finished
fourth in the shot put with a distance of 13.93 meters, while
freshman Lauren George and senior Karena Folks also placed,
finishing 21st and 22nd, respectively.
Caitlyn Owings also placed 23rd in the high jump for the
Herd at 1.5 meters.
Small said he was particularly impressed with the team’s
freshman shot putters concerning the team’s performance in
the field events.
The Herd’s next meet will be the two-day Akron Invitational, which begins Friday.
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THE FIRST
AMENDMENT

The Constitution of the
United States of America

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.

BE HERD: GUIDELINES FOR SENDING LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Please keep letters to the
editor at 300 words or fewer.
They must be saved in Microsoft Word and sent as
an attachment. Longer letters may be used as guest
columns at the editor’s discretion. Guest column status will
not be given at the author’s
request. All letters must be
signed and include an address or phone number for
confirmation. Letters may be
edited for grammar, libelous
statements, available space
or factual errors. Compelling

letters that are posted on The
Parthenon website, www.
marshallparthenon.com, can
be printed at the discretion of
the editors.
The opinions expressed
in the columns and letters
do not necessarily represent the views of The
Parthenon staff.
Please send news releases
to the editors at parthenon@marshall.edu. Please
keep in mind, letters are
printed based on timeliness,
newsworthiness and space.

Album
Review:
Head Full
of Dreams

J. DAVID AKE | AP PHOTO

Democratic presidential candidate Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., hugs his wife Jane after a campaign rally at Grand View University in Des Moines, Iowa,
Sunday.
The Iowa Democratic and Republican
party precinct caucuses occurred Monday and are noteworthy for the amount
of media attention they receive during
the U.S. presidential election.
Since 1972, the Iowa caucus has had
a 43 percent success rate at predicting
which Democratic candidate wins along
with a 50 percent success rate at predicting which Republican candidate will
go on to win the nomination of their political party.
However, a big set back for the Democratic party will, ultimately, be itself.
Supporters of both Sen. Bernie Sanders
and Hillary Clinton are quick to take to
social media to argue if you don’t #feelthebern or agree with Clinton’s choice to
whip and nae nae on every stage.

With so many Republicans running in
their party it is easy for people to stay
out of feuds to watch the downward spiral of the Democratic party.
The Democrats have a near 50/50 split
with Sanders and Clinton, which would
result in a dramatic loss of votes if they
can’t find a way to get over their differences and realize the better outcome for
their party is to not get in Twitter feuds.
It’s enough of a feud to make you think
the losing side will stay home in November and not support the winner of the
nomination.
The elections of 2010 and 2014 are a
good example of a time this happened
previously. Democrats lost both houses
of Congress because their voters were
on comedowns from the recent high of

COLUMN

By ASHWIN YELLAPANTULA
THE PARTHENON
It’s been 17 years since the shy looking boy band from London, Coldplay, debuted with “Parachutes,” which featured one
of its best songs of all time, “Yellow.” Ever since, the group has
been one of the most celebrated bands to have ever played
alternative rock. Late last year, Coldplay released its seventh
studio album “A Head Full of Dreams,” which singer, Chris
Martin called a completion of something that the band began.
Coming from an insipid and surprisingly dark album “Ghost
Stories,” which was influenced by the high-profile split of
Martin and Gwyneth Paltrow, there were quite a few who remained skeptical about being upbeat with the release of its
latest project. While a lot of bands fade into oblivion after
tasting unfathomable success, Coldplay are amongst the very
few who have been audacious enough to change its course of
direction with “A Head Full of Dreams” and the even fewer
who have succeeded with such high acclaim.
The album’s first song “A Head Full of Dreams,” starts on a
rejuvenating flavor with Martin hymning “There are miracles
at work.” Fresh optimism fused with Martin’s beautifully sunbathed voice keeps the song alive. “Birds” and “Hymn for the

ALBUM ARTWORK VIA COLDPLAY

Weekend” add a groovy zest to the album. Beyonce works her
charm through “Hymn for the Weekend,” a song which should
be soaring through boomboxes at house parties this year. “Up
and Up” and “Everglow” are the only songs which might surface some nostalgia for the fans longing to get a taste of their
glorious old work, as the upright piano comes to life in “Everglow.” Noel Gallagher’s appealing contribution to the guitar
in “Up and Up” reinstates how proficient of an artist he will
always be.
“A Head Full of Dreams” comes across as a sequel to “Mylo
Xyloto,” which was one of Coldplay’s finest albums, both on
and off stage. Without any emotionally soaked genius songs
like “The Scientist” or “Fix You,” Coldplay still delivers a
bright and colorful project without producing a single dull
moment. It’s an album about love, respect, dreams and love
again.
Coldplay have announced their highly anticipated “A Head
Full of Dreams” US tour, the band’s first since 2011 and 2012.
Its first gig is at MetLife stadium outside New York on July
16th.
Ashwin can be contacted at yellapantula@live.marshall.edu

page designed and edited by KAITLYN CLAY | clay122@marshall.edu

putting Obama in the White House.
Fourteen million fewer Democrats
voted for Senate candidates in 2014 than
in 2008 while the Republicans dropped
only six hundred million. That 42 percent drop in turnout allowed the GOP to
take over the Senate.
The 2014 election also saw the Republican majority increase in the House to
its largest since World War II.
The bitterness that resides within the
backings of the Democratic party hopefully won’t blind them from looking at
the bigger picture. Whether a Republican or Democrat wins, it is imperative
for the parties to realize it will take more
than just the backings of one candidate
to win an election.
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GAME ON:

Iowa
caucuses
kick off 2016
presidential
election
CHRIS CARLSON | AP PHOTO

Supporters cheer as caucus returns are reported at Republican presidential candidate, Sen. Ted Cruz, R-Texas, caucus night rally, Monday, in Des
Moines, Iowa.
By JULIE PACE, CATHERINE
LUCEY

ASSOCIATED PRESS
After a long year of campaigning, Republican and Democratic
presidential candidates face voters for the first time, battling in
Iowa Monday for a boost toward
the White House — or in many
cases, simply a reason to stay in
the race.
The contests in both parties were tight heading into the
evening caucuses. Among Republicans, billionaire Donald
Trump appeared to have a slim
edge over Texas Sen. Ted Cruz.
Hillary Clinton and Vermont Sen.
Bernie Sanders were locked in an
unexpectedly close Democratic
contest, reviving memories of
the former secretary of state's
disappointing showing in Iowa
eight years ago.
"We knocked on 125,000
doors this past weekend," Clinton told NBC's "Today" show.
"Although it's a tight race, a lot
of the people who are committed to caucusing for me will be
there and standing up for me
and I will do the same for them
in the campaign and in the
presidency."

Sanders, the Vermont senator
who has been generating big,
youthful crowds across the state,
urged voters to help him "make
history" with a win in Iowa.
"We will struggle tonight if
the voter turnout is low. That's
a fact," Sanders told volunteers
and supporters in Des Moines.
Candidates face an electorate
deeply frustrated with Washington. While the economy
has approved under President
Barack Obama's watch, the
recovery has eluded many
Americans. New terror threats
at home and abroad have also
ratcheted up national security
concerns.
In Iowa, which has for decades launched the presidential
nominating contest, candidates
also face an electorate that's less
diverse than the country as a
whole.
Iowa has decidedly mixed
results in picking the parties'
eventual nominees. The past
two Republican caucus winners
— former Arkansas Gov. Mike
Huckabee and former Pennsylvania Sen. Rick Santorum
— faded as the race stretched on.
But Obama's unexpected 2008

victory was instrumental in his
path to the Democratic nomination, easing the anxieties of those
who worried the young black
senator would struggle to win
white voters.
Iowa is whiter, more rural
and more evangelical in its
voting than many states. But,
given its prime leadoff spot in
the primary season, it gets extra attention from presidential
campaigns.
Monday's contest will offer the first hard evidence of
whether Trump can turn the
legion of fans drawn to his
plainspoken populism into
voters. He has intensified his
campaign schedule during the
final sprint, including a pair of
rallies Monday.
Cruz has modeled his campaign after past Iowa winners,
visiting all of the state's 99 counties and courting influential
evangelical and conservative
leaders. With the state seemingly tailor-made for his brand of
uncompromising conservatism,
a loss to Trump would likely
be viewed as a failure to meet
expectations.
Seeking to tamp down

expectations, Cruz said Sunday
he was pleased just to be in the
mix for first place.
"If you had told me a year ago
that two days out from the Iowa
caucuses we would be neck and
neck, effectively tied for first
place in the state of Iowa, I would
have been thrilled," Cruz said.
Cruz has spent the closing
days of the Iowa campaign focused intensely on Marco Rubio,
trying to ensure the Florida
senator doesn't inch into second
place. Rubio is viewed by many
Republicans as a more mainstream alternative to Trump and
Cruz, though he'll need to stay
competitive in Iowa in order to
maintain his viability.
Rubio, who previously lashed
back at criticism, adopted the
same reflective tone as many
of his rivals on Monday, telling
NBC that Cruz "has a very strong
ground game." He dismissed attacks against him as "politics as
usual."
The campaigns were anxiously keeping an eye on the
weather. A snowfall forecast to
start Monday night appeared
more likely to hinder the hopefuls in their rush out of Iowa

than the voters. Republican John
Kasich already had decamped
to New Hampshire, with New
Jersey Gov. Chris Christie and
former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush
following behind Monday afternoon, hours before the caucuses
started.
The trio of governors has had
a light footprint in Iowa, banking
instead on strong showings in
New Hampshire's Feb. 9 primary
to jumpstart their White House
bids. Yet some Republican leaders worry that if Trump or Cruz
pull off a big victory in Iowa, it
could be difficult to slow their
momentum.
Bush, for example, started the
year as a fundraising juggernaut. But according to records
released Sunday, both his super
PAC and personal campaign fundraising declined significantly
in the later months of 2015 as
he struggled to keep up with
Trump.
Unlike in primaries, where
voters can cast their ballots
throughout the day, the caucuses
begin across Iowa at 7 p.m. CST.
Democrats will gather at 1,100
locations and Republicans at
nearly 900 spots.

The Iowa Republican Party
expected turnout to top the
previous record of 120,000
people in 2012. Democrats
also expected a strong turnout,
though not nearly as large as
the record-setting 240,000 who
caucused in the 2008 contest
between Clinton, Barack Obama
and John Edwards.
While both parties caucus on
the same night, they do so with
different rules.
Republicans vote by private
ballot. The state's 30 Republican
delegates are awarded proportionally based on the stateside
vote.
Democrats take a more interactive approach, with voters
forming groups and publicly
declaring their support for a candidate. If the number of people
in any group is less than 15 percent of the total, they can either
choose not to participate or can
join another viable candidate's
group.
Those numbers are awarded
proportionately, based on statewide and congressional district
voting, as Iowa Democrats determine their 44 delegates to the
national convention.
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CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE: (1) In this photo taken Jan. 19, Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., asks for support during
the Feb. 1 Iowa Caucus during a campaign speech at Santa Maria Winery in Carroll, Iowa. (2) Shea Seiff, a sophomore at Drake University, wears
stickers showing support for Democratic presidential candidate Bernie Sanders on caucus night at Olin Hall at Drake University in Des Moines,
Iowa, Monday. (3) Precinct secretary Michelle Anderson counts votes for Republican candidates during a caucus in Nevada, Iowa, Monday. (4) A
supporter for Republican presidential candidate Sen. Marco Rubio, R-Fla., holds a sign up at a caucus site, Monday, in Clive, Iowa.
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LEFT: Habitat for Humanity associates work on constructing affordable
housing for low income families on Monday.
ABOVE: A Habitat for Humanity home is constructed and made
available for families in need.
PHOTOS BY TROY ALEXANDER

Habitat for Humanity constructs homes; not just houses
By TROY ALEXANDER

THE PARTHENON
The Huntington Habitat
for Humanity has provided
affordable housing for low
income families in the area
since its founding in 1989.
With the help of volunteers
and local businesses, it has
provided 95 families with new
houses to date, 92 of which
were built from scratch.
CEO David Michaels commended the community in
their participation.
“Ninety percent of the work
done on our houses is done by
volunteers,” Michaels said.
After applying, families
must go through an extensive screening process that
reviews its bills, bank statements and income.
If a family’s application is
approved, it will then move to
a review process with a selection committee. Members of
the committee will conduct a

home visit.
Michael said there are multiple benefits of going to a
family’s home.
“First off, we can see first
hand if there is a need for new
housing,” Michaels said. “It
also allows the family to ask
any questions they may have
on their turf.”
The only background check
that occurs is to see if any
applicants are on the sex offender database.
Applicants with criminal
records are accepted or rejected at the discretion of the
board. Therefore, a record
will not disqualify a family
immediately.
Michaels said there is a
need to judge families on a
case-by-case basis.
“It is one thing to do a background check and another to
disqualify someone from the
process for having a record,”
Michaels said.

Three-year-old Millie
is a lovable pup
and dog daughter
of Brette Scala of
Marshall University's
Athletic
Marketing
Department.

The opportunity for home
ownership is one thing many
charities cannot provide and
helps makes Habitat for Humanity a unique organization.
“We had one family that was
living in a run down house,
paying almost $700 a month
in rent and another three to
four hundred to heat or cool
the house respectively,” Michaels said. “We built them a
2 bedroom energy efficient
house that cost about $310
a month mortgage wise and
we lowered the electric bill
to $100. Right there that family just got $600 more income
without an increase in pay.
The economic impact is huge.”
Habitat for Humanity essentially becomes the bank for
its homeowners, but unlike a
bank, can offer zero percent
interests on their mortgage.
The organization also offers
“sweat equity,” meaning those
receiving help must volunteer

at Habitat and complete a
minimum amount of hours
before they are allowed to
move in.
Michaels said the group
has had to foreclose on three
houses in the past few years.
“One of the myths we try
to dispel is that we give away
houses,” Michaels said. “We
call it a hand up not a hand
out. It is always extremely
painful to have to foreclose,
but the founder of Habitat for
Humanity once said ‘If you
aren’t having a foreclosure
every now and then, then
you aren’t helping the right
families.’”
On Jan. 25, Habitat for Humanity presented the city of
Huntington with a ceremonial
check for $48,000 that had
been paid in taxes and municipal fees from families living
in their houses.
“A lot of people don’t factor in that economic impact

on the community,” Michaels
said. “We are also taking vacant lots and rundown houses
and flipping them.”
The group has received a
National Award and recognition country wide for its
program that helps homeless veterans get off of the
streets. Habitat for Humanity
designed a one-room house
suitable for up to two people
that is even cheaper than its
regular houses.
“We had people from California, Texas and many other
states calling asking for our
house plan and trying to figure out how in the heck we
pulled this off,” Michaels said.
“We are trying to expand off
this and roll out a new housing initiative that would help
a demographic we have never
assisted before. This has a
huge amount of potential.”
Michaels said he could not
divulge any more information,

as the program is just in a
concept stage, but said the
impact on Huntington would
be “huge.”
Michaels said Habitat for
Humanity can help students
and also give them the chance
to give back.
“College students have
plenty of opportunities to
donate that they don’t even
realize,” Michaels said. “Our
Restore takes used furniture
and we will pick up anytime
between Monday and Friday.
We also offer furniture 50 to
80% off for any students who
are looking for affordable
furniture and all proceeds go
right back into Habitat.”
Donations are always accepted and volunteers can
contact Habitat’s office for
opportunities in construction
or retail.
Troy Alexander can be
contacted at alexander53@
marshall.edu.

Fox News attempts to end feud with Trump fall short

AP PHOTO

JULIE PACE
ASSOCIATED PRESS
Last-minute attempts by
Fox News Channel to end
its feud with Donald Trump
failed and Thursday's presidential debate went on
without him, creating the
odd spectacle of competing
television networks covering a Trump rally at the same
time as the other Republican
candidates talked.
Trump said Fox News
Channel apologized to him
for the network's role in the
conflict that led the presidential front-runner to back
out of the debate, but it was
too late for him to change his
plans.
Fox said its chairman,
Roger Ailes, "acknowledged
(Trump's) concerns" in three
phone conversations with
the candidate Thursday, but

wouldn't agree to Trump's
conditions for coming to the
debate.
Trump had started things,
tweeting last weekend that
Fox should replace Megyn
Kelly as a moderator for the
debate. He's been unhappy
with her since last August
because of Kelly's tough
questioning in the first GOP
presidential debate on Aug.
6.
The breaking point came
with a Fox statement Tuesday that it "learned from a
secret back channel that the
Ayatollah and Putin both intend to treat Donald Trump
unfairly when they meet him
if he becomes president." Fox
called it a "satirical observation." Trump called it an
insult, and said he wouldn't
attend Fox's debate.
Trump told CNN Thursday
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that Fox "could not have been
nicer" in its phone calls to
him; he wouldn't identify
Ailes as his conversation
partner. He said he felt he
had acted appropriately in
backing out of the debate.
"You have to stand up for
yourself," he said. "You have
to fight for yourself."
Fox explained that its
"satirical observation" was
made in order to stop attacks
on Kelly. The network said
Trump offered to appear at
the debate if Fox agreed to
contribute $5 million to his
charities.
"We explained that was
not possible and we could
not engage in a quid pro quo,
nor could any money change
hands for any reason," Fox
said in the statement. "In the
last 48 hours, we've kept two
issues at the forefront — we
would never compromise our
journalistic standards and
we would always stand by
our journalist, Megyn Kelly."
Trump has made similar
statements in the past — asking CNN to make a donation
to a veterans group or he
wouldn't agree to debate.
CNN never responded publicly and Trump appeared.
Fox did not leave an empty
podium for Trump at its

debate, and didn't mention his absence until Kelly
opened the questioning,
speaking to Sen. Ted Cruz.
"Let's address the elephant
not in the room tonight,"
Kelly said. "Donald Trump
has decided not to attend
tonight's debate. What message do you think that sends
to the voters of Iowa?"
Cruz made a joking reference to Trump's penchant to
insult his rivals. Sen. Marco
Rubio said Trump was "an
entertaining guy. He's the
greatest show on Earth."
Trump's competing event
was a rally to raise money
for veterans, held a few miles
away from the debate site.
CNN and MSNBC stood at the
ready to cover it, but Trump
appeared unwilling to offer fireworks. For much of
the time, the two competing
news networks put up shots
at an empty stage at the
Trump event.
On CNN, anchor Anderson
Cooper called it "a night like
no other in this presidential
election."
"I've never seen one like
this," said CNN commentator
David Axelrod, a former aide
to President Barack Obama.
"But I've said that several
times."

